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Abstract—Variable digital filters (VDFs) are used in software 

defined radio handsets for extraction of individual radio channels 

corresponding to multiple wireless communication standards. In 

this paper, we propose a VDF based on the improved coefficient 

decimation method (ICDM). The proposed VDF provides 

variable lowpass, highpass, bandpass, bandstop and multi-band 

frequency responses on-the-fly, using the same set of prototype 

filter coefficients. We present non-pipelined as well as pipelined 

implementation architectures for the proposed VDF, along with 

FPGA implementation results for multiple VDF designs. Analysis 

of the implementation results shows that the pipelined 

implementations achieve average reductions of 27.66%, 49.17% 

and 25.59% in the number of occupied slices, dynamic power and 

energy consumption respectively, when compared with 

corresponding non-pipelined implementations. Also, the 

proposed pipelined implementation architecture provides high 

operating frequencies that are independent of the prototype filter 

order across different VDF designs. An average maximum 

frequency of 157.89 MHz is obtained. 

 
Index Terms—Variable digital filter, improved coefficient 

decimation method, software defined radio. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

oftware defined radio (SDR) has been proposed and 

widely researched as a solution to seamlessly support the 

existing and upcoming wireless communication standards [1-

3]. The SDR technology is being envisioned as an integral 

component of the next-generation 5G wireless communication 

networks that will feature high speed and spectrally efficient 

data, voice as well as peripheral device communications [4], 

[5]. SDRs have the ability of software reconfiguration of their 

transceiver architecture which enables transmission/ reception 

of signals corresponding to multiple wireless communication 

standards. This ability of SDRs offers the advantages of low 

hardware resource utilization and thus reduced size and costs. 

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are widely used to 

realize SDR test beds. Their volatile nature allows run-time 
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adaptability, which coupled with highly parallel architecture 

makes them best suited for energy efficient advanced 

baseband processing. Multiple SDR test beds make use of 

FPGA capabilities for accelerating baseband computation and 

run-time adaptation like IRIS platform [6] and WARP [7]. In 

[8, 9], the authors presented high-level synthesis based 

methods for direct mapping of SDR description in 

MATLAB/Domain Specific Language (DSL) to system 

architecture on FPGA. In [10], the authors presented a closely 

coupled SDR based cognitive radio platform based on the 

Zynq FPGA with high-speed software-based hardware 

reconfiguration and simple API controls for managing them.  

The most computationally intensive block in the digital 

front end of SDR receivers is the channelizer, which extracts 

the desired radio channels (frequency bands) from a wideband 

input signal [3]. In SDR handsets, a single channel needs to be 

extracted during a certain time interval, but the channel 

bandwidth (BW) and location can be different at some other 

time interval when the handset works on a different wireless 

communication standard. Variable digital filters (VDFs), i.e., 

filters whose output frequency responses can be modified by 

controlling a small set of parameters, are typically used in 

SDR handsets to perform the channelization operation. In 

resource constrained SDR handsets, VDFs that provide 

variable frequency responses while ensuring low complexity 

of implementation and high speed of operation are desired. 

The programmable finite impulse response (FIR) filter 

approach involves updating all filter coefficients each time a 

different frequency response is desired [11]. When multiple 

wireless communication standards are involved with varying 

signal locations in the input frequency range, a large number 

of distinct frequency responses are required. This leads to a 

large memory requirement to store the filter coefficients and 

causes significant reconfiguration delays. The programmable 

FIR filter approach is thus impractical for SDR handsets. In 

[12], a digit based reconfigurable FIR filter architecture was 

proposed. In this architecture, the tap (coefficient) number and 

the number of non-zero digits in each tap are arbitrarily 

assigned and the architecture is independent of the total 

number of taps involved. But this architecture has high 

hardware resource utilization thus making it impractical for 

resource constrained SDR handsets. In [13], the frequency 

response masking (FRM) technique was proposed to obtain 
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FIR filters with sharp transition BWs. In FRM, interpolation, 

i.e., replacement of each delay in the filter structure by D 

delays, is performed using different values of D to obtain 

multi-band frequency responses. The resultant and their 

complementary frequency responses are algebraically operated 

upon, and the desired subbands are extracted using suitable 

low order masking filters. Based on FRM, a reconfigurable 

FIR filter was proposed in [14] for SDR handsets. In [15], a 

coefficient decimation method (CDM) was proposed to obtain 

low complexity and reconfigurable FIR filters. CDM involves 

the selective usage of a single prototype filter’s coefficients to 

obtain variable frequency responses. A modified coefficient 

decimation method (MCDM) which acts on the filter 

coefficients in a different way than the CDM was proposed in 

[16]. In [17], the combination of CDM and MCDM was 

proposed and the combined method was termed as improved 

coefficient decimation method (ICDM), consisting of two sets 

of coefficient decimation operations – ICDM-I and ICDM-II.  

In this paper, we propose a comprehensive ICDM based 

VDF for SDR handsets. With the help of hardware 

implementation architecture and a detailed design procedure, 

we demonstrate how the ICDM can be employed in the 

proposed VDF to obtain variable frequency responses. We 

present FPGA implementation results for non-pipelined and 

pipelined implementation architectures of the proposed VDF 

along with their comparative analysis. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 

includes a brief literature review of the ICDM. In Section III, 

the comprehensive ICDM based VDF is presented with its 

design procedure, non-pipelined and pipelined hardware 

implementation architectures, suitable design examples and 

FPGA implementation results for multiple VDF designs. 

Section IV presents our conclusions. 

II. ICDM: BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW 

CDM consists of two operations - CDM-I and CDM-II [15]. 

In CDM-I operation, coefficients of a lowpass prototype 

(original) filter are decimated by a factor M, i.e., every Mth 

coefficient is retained and the others are replaced by zeros, to 

obtain a multi-band frequency response. The resultant 

frequency response has its subbands located at center 

frequencies given by even multiples of π/M, i.e., 2πk/M where 

k is an integer ranging from 0 to (M-1). In CDM-II operation, 

every Mth coefficient is retained and all others are discarded to 

obtain a lowpass frequency response with its BW M times that 

of the prototype filter. Similar to CDM, MCDM consists of 

two operations - MCDM-I and MCDM-II [16]. In MCDM-I 

operation, if the prototype filter is decimated by a factor M, 

every Mth coefficient is retained and the sign of every alternate 

retained coefficient is reversed. All other coefficients are 

replaced by zeros. This results in a multi-band frequency 

response with center frequency locations of the subbands 

given by odd multiples of π/M, i.e., (2k+1)π/M. In MCDM-II 

operation, every Mth coefficient is retained and all others are 

discarded. The sign of every alternate retained coefficient is 

reversed to obtain a highpass frequency response with its BW 

M times that of the prototype filter. The combination of CDM 

and MCDM is termed as ICDM, which consists of four 

operations – CDM-I, CDM-II, MCDM-I and MCDM-II. 

These are classified as ICDM-I (includes CDM-I and MCDM-

I) and ICDM-II (includes CDM-II and MCDM-II) [17]. It can 

be noted that center frequency resolution of π/M can be 

achieved for the subbands in the output frequency responses 

obtained after performing ICDM-I operations. On the other 

hand, by performing ICDM-II operations, subband BWs that 

are integer multiples of that of the prototype filter can be 

obtained using appropriate values of M. 

III. COMPREHENSIVE ICDM BASED VDF 

A. Hardware Implementation Architecture 

Fig. 1 shows the hardware implementation architecture for 

realizing the comprehensive ICDM based VDF. It is a 

transposed direct form FIR filter structure which is 

appropriately modified to enable ICDM operations on the 

filter coefficients. In Fig. 1, the multipliers h0, h1,…, h(N-1), hN 

denote the prototype filter coefficients. Only half of the filter 

coefficients need to be implemented due to their symmetry 

property, which will reduce the number of coefficient 

multiplications by 50%. The multiplexers labeled as ‘mux I’ 

are used to perform ICDM-I operations, i.e., replacement of 

filter coefficients by zeros according to decimation factor M1. 

The multiplexers labeled as ‘mux II’ are used to perform 

ICDM-II operations, i.e., elimination of filter coefficients 

according to decimation factor M2. The adder/ subtractor (add/ 

sub) blocks are used to perform sign reversal of appropriate 

coefficients in the MCDM operations. The default operation of 

add/ sub blocks is addition. When sign of a filter coefficient is 

to be reversed in an MCDM operation, the corresponding add/ 

sub block is set to perform subtraction by providing the select 

(sel) signal appropriately. The usage of add/ sub blocks to 

perform sign reversal instead of multiplying the filter 

coefficients by -1 is more efficient in terms of hardware 

resource utilization. The ‘decimation selector’ block is used to 

provide select signals of multiplexers mux I and mux II as well 

as those of the add/sub blocks. When M1=M2, the select 

signals of mux I and mux II corresponding to every filter 

coefficient are identical. The multiplier at the output of the 

implementation architecture is used to scale the filter output 

by Mout, to regain the original magnitude level of the passband 

after ICDM operations. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Comprehensive ICDM based VDF: Hardware implementation 

architecture. 
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B. Design Procedure 

A detailed design procedure to obtain different frequency 

responses using the proposed VDF hardware implementation 

architecture (shown in Fig. 1) is presented in this section. 

Step-1: Prototype filter design- 

Compute the order of the required prototype filter using the 

formula [17] 
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where N = order of the prototype filter,  

fp, fs = passband and stopband cutoff frequencies of the 

prototype filter (normalized for the range 0 to 1, where 1 

corresponds to half of the sampling frequency), 

pδ , sδ = worst case (most stringent) passband and stopband 

ripple specifications for the output frequency responses, 

Mmax = maximum possible decimation factor (without 

aliasing), which can be calculated as   sfM 1max  . 

Obtain the filter coefficients using a suitable filter design 

tool. Implement the filter coefficients using the proposed 

hardware implementation architecture shown in Fig. 1. The 

following steps describe how different types of frequency 

responses can be obtained by performing appropriate ICDM 

operations using the implemented filter structure. 

Step-2: Selection of coefficient decimation factor values- 

Let M1 be the decimation factor required to obtain a desired 

type of frequency response using an appropriate ICDM-I 

operation (CDM-I or MCDM-I). The CDM-II operation can 

be simultaneously performed to modify BWs of subbands in 

the default ICDM-I output response. Let M2 be the decimation 

factor required in the CDM-II operation.  

Step-3: Obtaining desired frequency responses- 

To obtain a frequency response similar to that of an ICDM-I 

operation by M1 and having subband BWs M2 times that of the 

default ICDM-I output response, perform the following 

operations simultaneously:-   

3(a). CDM-II using M2 to achieve the desired BW. 

3(b). Appropriate ICDM-I operation (CDM-I or MCDM-I) 

using M1’=M1xM2 to obtain desired frequency response. 

3(c). Scaling the output of the filter using Mout = M1xM2. 

Notes: Variable lowpass and highpass frequency responses 

having BWs M2 times that of the prototype filter can be 

obtained by setting M1=1 and performing CDM-II and 

MCDM-II operations respectively, using M2. M1 and M2 are to 

be appropriately chosen based on the desired frequency 

response. The range of values for both M1 and M2 is {1, 2, 3, 

…, Mmax}. To prevent aliasing in the resultant frequency 

response, they should be chosen such that (M1 x M2) ≤ Mmax. 

 

C. Illustrative Example 

In this section, we illustrate the flexibility of the proposed 

VDF to provide variable frequency responses. Using 

MATLAB filter design tool, a lowpass prototype filter is 

obtained for the specifications fp = 0.07, fs = 0.1, pδ = 0.05 dB, 

sδ = -40 dB, Mmax = 10. The order of the prototype filter is 

 
Fig. 2(a). Lowpass and highpass frequency responses obtained by performing 

CDM-II and MCDM-II operations respectively. 

 
Fig. 2(b). Bandpass frequency responses obtained by performing MCDM-I 

using M1=2 and different CDM-II operations. 

computed to be 180, using (1). Variable lowpass and highpass 

frequency responses can be obtained by setting M1=1 and 

performing appropriate ICDM-II operations using M2 = {1, 2, 

3,…, 10}. Fig. 2(a) shows different lowpass and highpass 

frequency responses obtained by performing CDM-II and 

MCDM-II operations respectively. As described in Step-3 of 

the design procedure, appropriate ICDM-I and CDM-II 

operations simultaneously, to obtain different bandpass, 

bandstop and multi-band frequency responses. Fig. 2(b) shows 

a few bandpass frequency responses obtained using the 

designed VDF. From figures 2(a) and 2(b), it can be noted that 

variable frequency responses can be obtained using the 

proposed VDF by performing appropriate ICDM operations 

on-the-fly, by simply selecting suitable values of M1 and M2 to 

control the multiplexers and add/ sub blocks. To increase the 

number of distinct possible frequency responses, the 

implementation architecture shown in Fig. 1 can be modified 

to include parallel branches to perform different ICDM 

operations on the same set of prototype filter coefficients. The 

output frequency responses from the parallel branches can be 

added/ subtracted from each other to retain the desired 

subbands and discard the unwanted ones. Complementary and 

interpolated frequency response operations can also be 

incorporated in the modified architecture by adding 

appropriate delay and multiplexer blocks. The different output 

frequency responses can be algebraically operated upon or 

suitably frequency response masked to obtain various desired 

subband configurations. 

 

D. Channelization Design Example 

The ability of the comprehensive ICDM based VDF to 

extract channels corresponding to different wireless 

communication standards is illustrated in this section. 

Consider a SDR channelization scenario wherein channels 

corresponding to three standards - WCDMA, WiMAX and 

LTE are to be extracted in different time intervals.  
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Fig. 3(a). Input signal containing WCDMA, WiMAX and LTE channels at 
different time intervals. 

 
Fig. 3(b). Frequency responses used for extracting the three desired channels 

shown in Fig. 3(a). 

Fig. 3(a) shows one channel each of WCDMA, WiMAX 

and LTE with BWs 5MHz, 10MHz and 20MHz respectively, 

present in the input signal at different time intervals, i.e., 

WCDMA signal during the time interval t1-t2, WiMAX during 

t3-t4 and LTE during t5-t6. The sampling frequency is 100MHz. 

Let the desired passband and stopband ripple specifications be 

0.05dB and - 40dB respectively.  The design procedure given 

in Section III-B is used to obtain a comprehensive ICDM 

based VDF which can extract these three desired channels 

from the input signal during their corresponding time 

intervals. The prototype filter is designed for the specifications 

fp = 0.09, fs = 0.11, Mmax = 9, with order computed to be 266 

using (1). Fig. 3(b) shows the frequency responses obtained 

after appropriate ICDM operations, which are used to extract 

the desired channels from the input signal. 

 

E. Implementation Results 

In this section, we present hardware implementation results 

for different VDF designs of the comprehensive ICDM based 

VDF. Following the design procedure given in Section III-B, 

three comprehensive ICDM based VDFs: VDF-I, VDF-II and 

VDF-III were designed with prototype filters of orders 60, 120 

and 180 respectively. The three VDFs were implemented on a 

Xilinx Virtex-6 (xc6vlx240t) field-programmable gate array 

(FPGA) based on the hardware implementation architecture 

shown in Fig. 1. DSP blocks on FPGAs enable high 

throughput filter design, however, they are optimized for 

traditional transpose form filter structures. High level 

descriptions can map such structures efficiently. But with 

complex structures, their performance benefits are more 

difficult to take advantage of, hence custom implementations 

are necessary [18]. We disabled DSP block inference for all  

TABLE I 

FPGA IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS: COMPREHENSIVE ICDM BASED VDF 

DESIGNS 

 VDF-I VDF-II VDF-III 

No. of occupied slices 4280 7993 12276 

Maximum Frequency (MHz) 124.83 100.02 85.25 

Dynamic Power (mW) @ 50MHz 350.57 580.54 1017.40 

Energy for 100 cycles (mJ) 1.136 2.578 5.738 

 

the VDF implementations since the fixed coefficients and the 

proposed complex structure do not benefit from their use. 

Table I shows the resource utilization and performance 

(maximum operating frequency) of the three VDFs and the 

corresponding power estimates generated using post-place and 

route simulation data. As expected, it is observed that 

increasing order of the prototype filter results in degraded 

performance since the critical path length increases with depth 

of the combinatorial computational path. This dependence of 

operating frequency on the prototype filter order can be a 

major bottleneck if high operating frequencies are desired 

along with stringent frequency response specifications, which 

necessitate the use of higher order prototype filters.  

To eliminate the operating frequency bottleneck, we present 

a modified hardware implementation architecture for the 

comprehensive ICDM based VDF, as shown in Fig. 4. The 

modified architecture is extensively pipelined to break the 

combinatorial path, which is then balanced in the input data-

path by adding delay-chains. The pipelined architecture, 

though increases the latency from input to output by N clock 

cycles (for N-order prototype filter), isolates the critical path 

and prevents the accumulation effect that is present in the 

original architecture. 

To compare the pipelined architecture (Fig. 4) with the 

straightforward non-pipelined architecture (Fig. 1), the three 

VDF designs were re-implemented using the pipelined 

architecture, and the same design options for the same FPGA 

device. Let the pipelined VDF implementations be denoted as 

VDF-I-P, VDF-II-P and VDF-III-P with prototype filters of 

orders 60, 120 and 180 respectively. Table II shows the 

corresponding implementation results. Comparing the results 

of the different VDF designs shown in tables I and II, we can 

observe that the pipelined implementations achieve average 
  

 
Fig. 4. Comprehensive ICDM based VDF: Pipelined hardware 
implementation architecture. 
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TABLE II 

FPGA IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS: PIPELINED COMPREHENSIVE ICDM BASED 

VDF DESIGNS 

 VDF-I-P VDF-II-P VDF-III-P 

No. of occupied slices 2985 5789 9188 

Maximum Frequency (MHz) 157.85 158.08 157.75 

Dynamic Power (mW) @ 50MHz 183.23 277.92 474.87 

Energy for 100 cycles (mJ) 0.821 1.912 4.407 

 

reduction of 27.66% in the number of occupied slices, despite 

the increased number of registers used. The pipeline stages 

added in the designs allow the synthesis tool to optimize the 

multiplexers and related logic in the delay-chain, thus 

reducing the overall resource usage. The reduction in number 

of occupied slices directly translates to an average reduction of 

51.06% in dynamic power consumption for the different VDF 

designs. Tables I and II also show the energy consumed by the 

different VDF designs for computing filter output for 100 

input samples. It can be observed that the pipelined 

implementations achieve average energy reduction of 25.59% 

when compared with the non-pipelined implementations. To 

ensure a fair comparison, all the power and energy estimates 

were generated based on signal activity rates determined by 

simulating the designs at an operating frequency of 50MHz. 

When the operating frequencies are compared, it can be 

observed that the pipelined implementations achieve 

significantly higher operating frequencies than their non-

pipelined counterparts. An average maximum operating 

frequency of 157.89 MHz was obtained for the pipelined 

implementations, which remained consistent across the 

different VDF designs irrespective of the prototype filter 

orders. The proposed pipelined implementation architecture 

thus enables efficient realization of the comprehensive ICDM 

based VDF designs with high operating frequencies that are 

independent of the prototype filter order.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a variable digital filter (VDF) 

based on the low complexity improved coefficient decimation 

method (ICDM). The proposed comprehensive ICDM based 

VDF provides variable lowpass, highpass, bandpass, bandstop, 

and multi-band frequency responses on-the-fly, using a single 

set of prototype filter coefficients. A design procedure and 

hardware implementation architecture for the comprehensive 

ICDM based VDF were provided. Low complexity FPGA 

implementations were achieved for multiple VDF designs by 

pipelining the proposed hardware implementation architecture, 

which also enabled significantly higher operating frequencies 

that are independent of the prototype filter order. Due to the 

high frequency response flexibility of ICDM and the low 

complexity implementations with high operating frequencies 

that are possible, the comprehensive ICDM based VDF is 

highly suitable for channelization in resource constrained 

software defined radio (SDR) handsets. These characteristics 

also make the proposed VDF a promising candidate for use in 

SDR transceivers for the next-generation 5G wireless 

communications. The proposed VDF has a limitation of 

requirement of high order prototype filter when sharp 

transition BWs are desired, which may lead to high 

implementation complexity. To address this limitation, future 

work will involve combining the proposed VDF with the low 

complexity FRM [13] technique or using multi-stage filter 

realization techniques which are used to reduce overall filter 

orders and their implementation complexities. 
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